
VANRACK
Modular Plywood Van Racking and Van Storage Solutions

FESTOOL / TANOS / SYSTAINER PLYWOOD STORAGE RACK DOUBLE

SKU: TANOS_875

Maximum recommended load weight per shelf is 15kg

**PLEASE SPECIFY YOUR VAN AND FITTING LOCATION WHEN ORDERING**

Price: £168.00 – £247.00
Stock: N/A
Categories: Accessories, Variable for ebay

Product Description:This unit is available for most vehicles listed on our
website, however , please note that this product is sold as an accessory i.e.
not bespoke to fit any space in any van. We do endeavour to make the
product as accurately as possible but this is reliant on receiving the correct
information from the customer. Please satisfy yourself before purchasing
the product that you have checked the following:

Length of racking (will this fit in the intended space).
Look at the profiles shown on the model (could this collide with parts
of the van e.g. wheel arch boxing).
If in doubt, please ask prior to purchasing.

A 5 Tier storage unit with Flat trays which are height adjustable in 50mm
increments. Securing holes are machined into the bases of each shelf to
compliment the Tanos system. Material Choices - Choose from the drop
down menu the following material construction:

Manufactured using quality 12mm hardwood Plywood, giving
strength and also keeping weight to a minimum.
12mm Hexaboard plywood, giving a highly attractive as well as
resilient finish. External faces are Phenolic Hexagonal Pattern the
other side Smooth Phenolic, 120gm

Designed for complementing our modular system of racking. Fits: Festool,
Systainer, Tanos storage container unit External Size: 875mm (W) x
380mm (D) - H varies with van Extra shelves can be purchased separately.
**PLEASE SPECIFY YOUR VAN AND FITTING LOCATION WHEN ORDERING**
Please not that in some cases, depending on the fixing location there may
be some trimming of the side panels required to fit around wheel arches
etc by the installer. For more information / enquiries, please Contact
Vanrack | 

VARIATIONS

https://www.vanrack.co.uk/product-category/van-racking-accessories/
https://www.vanrack.co.uk/product-category/variable-for-ebay/
https://www.vanrack.co.uk/contact/
https://www.vanrack.co.uk/contact/
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Image SKU Price Description Choose Height Material Choice

TANOS_875_1350_STD £168.00 Less than 1350 Standard Plywood

TANOS_875_1500_STD £179.00 1350 - 1500 Standard Plywood

TANOS_875_1350_B £237.00 Less than 1350 Hexaboard Black

TANOS_875_1500_B £247.00 1350 - 1500 Hexaboard Black
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